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You should choose one of the following two options

Brief 1

Several national arts organisations are looking for creative proposals for new and exciting arts 
productions.  The productions are to be staged at a youth festival held next spring.  The festival is 
for young people aged between 13 and 18.  The aim of the festival is to explore the challenges and 
opportunities experienced by young people in the 21st century.  Your company is invited to put 
forward suitable ideas / sample extracts / plans for a production at the festival. 

The theme for this event is:

‘Growing Pains’

Suggestions for your research/some potential starting points:

Example one:
GUST BECOS I CUD NOT SPEL

Gust becos I cud not spel
It did not mean I was daft

When the boys in school red my riting
Some of them laffed.

Brian Patten

Example two:
FOR HEIDI WITH BLUE HAIR

When you dyed your hair blue
(or, at least, ultramarine

For the clipped sides, with a crest
of jet black spikes on top)

you were sent home from school

because, as the headmistress put it,
although dyed hair was not
specifically forbidden, yours

was, apart from anything else,
not done in the school colours.

Fleur Adcock

Example three:

“I'm right and you're wrong, I'm big and you're small, and there's nothing you can do about it.”

Extract from Matilda by Roald Dahl

The organisers look forward to hearing about your ideas for new and exciting productions.
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Brief 2

National educational charities are sponsoring performing arts companies to produce new and 
unique works.  These works will be toured around secondary schools next year.  The aim of this 
initiative is to inspire young people to be independent and confident in what could be a challenging 
future for them. 

The theme is:

‘Barriers’

Performances can interpret this theme in any way but the aim of ‘inspiration’ must be met.  The 
notes below are included for initial consideration and discussion.

Suggestions for your research/some potential starting points:

Example one:

Selected definitions of ‘Barrier’ from the Collins English dictionary:

something such as a rule, law, or policy that makes it difficult or impossible for something to 
happen or be achieved
a problem that prevents two people or groups from agreeing, communicating or working with each 
other
something such as a fence or wall that is put in place to prevent people from moving easily from 
one area to another.

Example two:

“Love recognises no barriers.  It jumps hurdles, leaps fences, penetrates walls to arrive at its 
destination full of hope.”

Maya Angelou

The organisers look forward to hearing about your ideas for new and exciting productions.


